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ACROSS
1. Like arctic winters
6. Jazz aficionados, slangily
10. Pollock cousin
13. Isn't very stoic, perhaps
15. Sound of a high-five
16. Navy, e.g.
17. "Così Fan Tutte" or "Don Giovanni"
19. It can be invisible
20. Where father-and-son Duvaliers occupied a presidential palace
22. The Scoville scale rates its pungency
25. Stuff attached to an Acme Detonator
26. Chronicle opening?
27. Capital in Lewis and Clark County
29. Western mecca for artists
31. Leatherworking tools
32. Deed holders
38. Only mo. that can pass without a single full moon
39. 1606 play featuring Sir Politic Would-Be
40. "___ is me!"
41. A kepi is part of its dress uniform
43. Domesticated
44. Toon who explores with Boots
45. Carry laboriously
47. Commuting complication
48. Atomic number for hydrogen
51. Job-related moves, informally
52. Figure reprimanding careless campers, perhaps
56. Rand Paul claims to be a "big fan" of this other Rand
57. The Curiosity rover, for one
58. Entry at some motocross events, briefly
59. "The Pioneer Woman" blogger Drummond
60. Protest org. that spawned the Weathermen
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1. Line created at a fashion house?
2. First in a Latin trio
3. Call screener for Frasier
4. ___ Center (Los Angeles arena)
5. "Trainspotting" subject
6. D.C. affairs broadcaster
7. Native of the 49th state
8. Cover during a rain delay
9. Debate (with)
10. Safeguard against conflict of interest
11. Proverbial unit of prevention
12. Fake on skates?
14. Boring or Bosporus, e.g.: Abbr.
18. Sports legend about whom Ogden Nash wrote "When he leaned on the pellet, / The pellet stayed put"
21. Something to mouse over
22. Wheat waste
23. Lumberjack, often
24. "You could have knocked me over with a feather!"
28. Hi from HI
29. James Corden hosted them in 2016
30. Cow, perhaps
34. "Wait Wait ... Don't Tell Me!" airer
35. DiMaggio who was nicknamed "The Little Professor"
36. Title character in a Prokofiev ballet
37. Oozes
39. Entertainment-center dinosaur
42. Turn-of-the-century gold-rush city
43. Like some blankets or underwear
46. "Emeril's___ Christmas" (1997 cookbook)
47. Author who coined "quarks," whose six flavors appear in this puzzle's six groups of circled squares
48. Elliptical ___
49. Campbell or Watts
50. Med. specialty
52. One on YouTube might be epic
54. On the horns of a dilemma, say
55. Verizon forerunner
58. Entry at some motocross events, briefly
59. "The Pioneer Woman" blogger Drummond
60. Protest org. that spawned the Weathermen
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